Abstract. Using a new inequality relating the heat kernel and the probability of survival, we prove asymptotic ratio limit theorems for the heat kernel (and survival probability) in general Benedicks domains. In particular, the dimension of the cone of positive harmonic measures with Dirichlet boundary conditions can be derived from the rate of convergence to zero of the heat kernel (or the survival probability).
I. Introduction and main results
There exits an increasing literature devoted to the study of the killed Brownian motion on unbounded domains and the associated survival probability, for instance see [C.Z.] 
, [K.], [L.], [P.
]. Here, we consider the large time asymptotic of the heat kernel in general Benedicks domains with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The case of Benedicks domains with compact holes was treated in [C.M.SM.1]. Although some cases with non compact holes can be studied using the same methods, it seems hopeless to extend this approach to the general case. In the present paper we derive a new inequality (of Nash type) which allows to control the general case of Benedicks domains. For these domains we answer positively a conjecture of Davies [D1.] about limits of ratios. The case where there is only one positive harmonic function vanishing on the boundary (up to a positive factor) was treated before for more general domains in [C.M.SM.1] and for exterior domains in [C.M.SM.2]. See also [B.J.] . The most interesting case is of course the case when the cone of non negative harmonic functions with Dirichlet boundary conditions is of dimension larger than one. We will see that for Benedicks domains, the asymptotic rate of convergence to zero of the heat kernel (or of the survival probability) clearly reflects this property. We also assume as in [B. ] that each point of D c × {0} is regular for the Dirichlet problem in . If x ∈ R d we will sometimes write x = ( x, x d ) with x ∈ R d−1 . We recall that for Benedicks domains the cone P of non negative harmonic functions with zero boundary condition is of dimension one or two (see [B.] ). An integral test for this dimension is given in [B.] (see also [A.] ) while Theorem 1 below gives a probabilistic characterization. In the case of dimension two, we denote by u 1 the extremal of the cone normalized by
We recall that since u 1 is an extremal we have lim
We denote by u 2 the symmetric function with respect to the hyperplane
It is another extremal function which satisfies
and lim
Note that u 1 and u 2 generate P . We also denote by v s the function
which is modulo a constant factor the unique symmetric element in P . We denote by p t (x, y) the heat kernel of with Dirichlet boundary conditions. For a Brownian motion X t in with absorption at the boundary, let T denote the exit time from . We will denote this random variable by T when there is no ambiguity on the domain. P x (T > t) will denote the probability of survival up to time t starting at the point x ∈ , namely
